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Abstract: A formal model of a web-based intelligent tutoring system composed of a user 
environment and a pedagogical environment is presented, which represents 
domain knowledge based on ontologies to improve the sharing and reusing of 
teaching materials. The system constructs the user environment based on 
users' knowledge levels, learning styles, psychology characteristics, etc. in 
order to improve the self-adaptability and pedagogical effects of the system. 
Furthermore, it distinguishes information about a user and what a pedagogical 
agent knows about the user. Based on the pedagogical agent's knowledge 
(represented by its cognitive state) about the user, a teaching process is 
designed for the user. Finally, the running process of the system is discussed in 
detail to show that the model is practicable. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) is a branch of artificial intelligence 
and form an advanced generation of Computer Aided Instruction systems 
[1,2]. The key feature of intelligent tutoring systems is the ability to provide 
a user self-adapted presentation of the teaching material [9] by using 
artificial intelligence methods to represent the pedagogical decisions and the 
information about each user. The emergence of the WWW has increased the 
applications of such systems [3,4]. 

Although some tutoring systems have correct information and 
appropriate teaching strategies, a learner might still lack the motivation to 
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complete a learning process [10]. The main reason is that these systems 
apply the same approach to all learners and do not consider users' different 
knowledge levels, learning styles, and demands. Our tutoring system 
constructs the user model based on users' knowledge levels, learning styles, 
psychology characteristics, etc. in order to improve the self-adaptability and 
pedagogical effects of the system. Furthermore we use ontologies for domain 
knowledge representation to improve the sharing and reusing of materials; 
and use multimedia materials obtained from web to improve teaching effects. 

Even if some systems take a user's characteristics (e.g. knowledge levels, 
learning styles, etc.) and needs into account, a gap between the estimation of 
users' characteristics and the users' real characteristics may make these 
systems fail to reach the desired effects. To describe this gap, we distinguish 
information about a user and what a pedagogical agent knows about the user. 
The pedagogical agent transforms its perceptions about the user (e.g. 
knowledge levels, learning styles, etc.) into its knowledge. If this 
transformation is complete (no information loss), then there is no gap 
between the pedagogical agent's cognition of a user's characteristics and the 
user's real characteristics. Based on the knowledge about a user, a 
pedagogical agent designs a teaching process for the user. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the 
system's architecture. Section 3 presents the user environments formalism of 
the system. Section 4 presents the representation of domain knowledge and 
the pedagogical environment formalism of the system. Section 5 describes 
the runs of the system in detail to show that the model is practicable. Finally, 
section 7 concludes the paper with conclusion and future works. 

2. A WEB-BASED INTELLIGENT TUTORING 
SYSTEM 

In this section, we propose the formal model of a web-based intelligent 
tutoring system showed in figure 1. The model consists of two parts: user 
environment {PE) and pedagogical environment {PE). 

Our intelligent tutoring system contains one pedagogical agent with a set 
of cognitive states which records its cognition or knowledge of the user 
agent and one user agent with a set of user states (user models) recording 
basic information such as personal data, user characteristics, etc. about the 
user. The user agent updates its state after finishing a learning process. 

The cognitive process of the pedagogical agent include two steps: (1) 
dividing user states into disjoint set; the pedagogical agent cannot 
distinguish two user states in a same partition; and for two user states in a 
same partition, the pedagogical agent adopt the same teach process; (2) 
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perceiving the user state; the perceptions of two user states in a same 
partition is the same. Then, according to what perceived from a user state, 
the pedagogical agent transforms the perceptions into its knowledge and 
changes its cognitive states. Since there may be information loss in the 
perceiving step and transformation process, what the pedagogical agent 
knows about a user state cannot completely reflect the user state. 
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Figure 1: Intelligent Tutoring System 

Finally, the pedagogical agent makes use of the domain knowledge and 
teaching module to design a teaching process based on its cognition or 
knowledge about the use agent. We discuss in detail the user environment 
and pedagogical environment in the following sections. 

3. USER ENVIRONMENT 

In this section, we introduce the user environment (JPE) and give its 
formal definition. 

Comparing with traditional pedagogical system, the most salience 
character of ITSs is self-adaptability [5]. ITSs construct user model based on 
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users' knowledge levels, cognitive abilities, psychology characteristics, etc. 
and then makes a teaching plan for each user according to its user model. 
Furthermore, ITSs can instruct a user in person with pertinence; and adjust 
teaching contents and strategies dynamically in the process of teaching in 
order to optimize teaching materials and strategies and to improve the self-
adaptability and pedagogical effects of the system. 

The goal of user model is to guide intelligent tutoring systems to adopt 
the most suitable teaching content and strategies. Most of web-based systems 
cannot adjust learning materials on demands [6]. At the same time, even if 
there is correct information, users may lack the motivation to accomplish the 
whole learning process, for example, users may dislike current learning 
styles. These systems haven't considered that users have different levels in 
knowledge levels, learning styles and demands. Hence, they adopt a same 
teaching content and teaching methods for all the users. 

Based on multiple domains and multiple applications, we study user 
environment in terms of learning styles, knowledge levels, learning 
motivations and psychology characteristics, etc. 

Formally, a user environment UE is defined as follows: 
UE=< U, L,I, vis, perc, trans, inter, update>, where 
• U={ui, U2,...} is a set of user states; each u represents a user model; 
• L ={/i, / 2v} is a set of cognitive states of the pedagogical agent which 

represent the internal structure of the pedagogical agent, that is, the 
knowledge of the pedagogical agent about the user agent; 

• / ={/i, /2,.--} is a set of interaction states of a user agent with an 
intelligent tutoring system; interaction states contain information 
recorded from the interaction between a user and a system such as 
things like, the type and amount of help asked, the correct and wrong 
answers to exercises, the marks obtained from exercises, etc. 

• vis: U -^ 2^, is a user state partition function; it divides the elements in 
U into disjoint sets such that \/u^U, we have u^vis(u). We say vis is 
transparent if VZ/G C/, vis {u)={u}, that is, every user state is visible to a 
pedagogical agent; a pedagogical agent cannot distinguish two user 
states if they belongs to one partition, that is, it regards the two user 
states to be the same; 

• perc: vis {U)->P, is a user state perception function, where the set of 
user state perceptions P consists all the information that is perceived by 
a pedagogical agent in a user state; we say perc is perfect if it is an 
injection, that is, a pedagogical agent can perceive all the information 
that is visible to it; 

• trans: LxPerc ->L, is a cognitive state transformation function; it 
changes the cognitive state of a pedagogical agent according to its 
perception of a user state, that is, after a perception process of a user 
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state, a pedagogical agent translates what it perceives into knowledge 
and update its cognitive state; if trans (/, p)= trans {l\ p') when p^ p \ 
then trans is complete, that is, there is no information loss; 

• inter. I->I, is an interaction state transformation function; it updates the 
interaction records of a user agent with a system; 

• update: Uxl xE->U, is a user state updating function; it changes the 
state of a user agent according to the pervious user state; the evaluation 
of the user's performance in a learning process (of a teaching content); 
and the interaction records between the user and the system. 

A user state used to record information about the user is vital for the 
system's user-adapted operation. It includes the following information: 

(1) Personal data: The personal data concerns information necessary for 
the creation and management of the user's account (e.g. name, email). It is 
used for the identification of the user. 

(2) User's characteristics: cognitive abilities (e.g., attention, memory, etc.); 
learning styles (e.g., preferences of multimedia type such as text, image, etc.); 
experience concerning the use of computer and intelligent tutoring system 
and availability of Internet resources; expectations (e.g. the knowledge and 
skill that a use desires to learn; and teaching strategies preferences. 

(3) Knowledge level such as novice, beginner, intermediate, advanced, etc. 
of the sub-domains and the whole domain. 

(4) Interaction records which record the interaction of a user with a system. 
User characteristics and knowledge levels directly affect the teaching 

process whereas most of the interaction information indirectly. 

4. PEDAGOGICAL ENVIRONMENT 

In this section, we discuss the pedagogical environment (PE) and give its 
formal definition. 

The pedagogical environment provides the knowledge infrastructure in 
order to tailor presentation of the teaching material according to the 
cognitive states of the pedagogical agent. It dynamically produces 
personalized teaching web pages (learning units) to optimize teaching effect. 

First, we discuss the representation of domain knowledge based on 
ontologies. The introduction of ontologies is to overcome the general 
problem in existing teaching systems [7]. At the same time, web introduces 
rich multimedia teaching materials by texts, images, audios, videos, 
examples, etc. to make the dynamic interaction between systems and users 
and between users available [8]. Besides effective communication, dynamic 
interaction improves the abilities of problem solving and learning. 
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Hence, we construct the representation frame of domain knowledge 
based on ontologies to improve the sharing and reusing of teaching materials; 
and we fuse the rich teaching materials provided by web into the frame. We 
adopt three-level frame to represent domain knowledge: subject level (the 
subject content of learning and teaching); knowledge concept level 
(knowledge concepts and the relations between these concepts such as part-
of, is-a and prerequisite, etc.); and teaching material level (multimedia 
materials, e.g. text materials, image materials, example materials, exercise 
materials, video materials and audio materials). In the above three level 
frame, a subject corresponds to a set of knowledge concepts used to teach 
the subject; a knowledge concept corresponds to a set of multimedia 
materials used to teach the concept. We extract part of the materials from the 
multimedia materials according to user's learning styles, etc. and organize 
these materials based on some specific teaching strategies to form a learning 
unit of the knowledge concept. This learning unit is presented to users when 
teaching the knowledge concept. 

Due to the differences among uses' teaching strategy preferences, 
learning styles, memory and knowledge levels, etc. and the richness of 
materials, same knowledge concept may correspond to several learning units. 

Then, we discuss the process of teaching. In the process of teaching, the 
pedagogical agent must perform the following tasks: (i) Select teaching 
contents (sets of knowledge concepts) to be taught according to the cognitive 
state of the pedagogical agent; (ii) Select a knowledge concept that will be 
taught currently according to the relations between the knowledge concepts 
(of a teaching content) and the evaluation of the learning effect of the 
previous knowledge concept; (iii) Select a learning unit to be presented from 
the set of learning units corresponding to the knowledge concept selected in 
(ii) according to the cognitive state of the pedagogical agent; (iv) Evaluate 
the user's performance and update the user's state. 

Selection of a set of knowledge concepts in (i) is based on the user's 
knowledge of the domain, links between knowledge concepts, and user's 
desired detail level of the presented educational content. Evaluation of the 
user's performance updates the inferable user characteristics and may create 
a feedback for tasks (iii) and (iv). 

From what has been discussed above, we give the definition of 
pedagogical environment PE =< K, C, E, csel, ksel, teach, eval>, where, 
• K={ki, k2,...} is a set of knowledge concepts; 
• C={ ci, C2,...} is a set of learning units; 
• E={ei, 62,...} is a set of evaluation states of learning units; 
• cseh 1-^2^, is a teaching content selection function; it selects the set of 

knowledge concepts to be taught according to the cognitive state of the 
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pedagogical agent (especially about user's domain knowledge levels 
and expectations); 

• ksel'. Lx Ex csel{L) -^ ^ , is a knowledge concept selection function; it 
selects the most suitable knowledge concept to be taught currently 
according to the cognitive state of the pedagogical agent; the 
relationships between knowledge concepts and the evaluation of the 
learning effect of the previous taught knowledge concept, for example, 
in teaching process, if there is a priority order between two knowledge 
concepts, then the system will not teach the user the next knowledge 
concept unless the evaluation of the learning effect of the previous 
taught knowledge concept reaches the lowest standard. 

• teach: L xK ->C, is a learning unit selection function; it selects the most 
suitable learning unit to be presented according to the cognitive state of 
the pedagogical agent (about user's cognitive abilities, learning styles, 
knowledge levels, etc.) and the knowledge concept to be taught; 

• eval: L x IxC -> £", is a learning unit evaluation function; it evaluates 
user's performance in a learning unit according to the cognitive state of 
the pedagogical agent; the learning unit to be taught; and the interaction 
records between user and the system (the type and number of learning 
units accessed, the type and amount of help asked, the correct and 
wrong answers to exercises, the marks obtained from exercises, etc.). 

5. RUN OF THE SYSTEM 

A web-based intelligent tutoring system S=<UE,PE> consists of user 
environment and pedagogical environment and a set of its global states S 
={so, s\,...} is a sub-set of U xL xC xE. A global state s composed of a user 
state u, a cognitive state /, a learning unit c, and an evaluation state e, that is, 
^=( u, /, c, e).The goal user state ĝ = (t/g, /g, Cg, e^) represents the goal state 
that is expected by a user agent and a pedagogical agent; and 1̂= {ui, h, ci, ei) 
is an initial global state composed of an initial user state Ui, an initial 
cognitive state /i, an initial learning unit Ci and an initial evaluation state ei. 

The run of an intelligent tutoring system can be viewed as a sequence of 
global states. A sequence (^i, 5'2,...) of S is a run of system S=<UE,PE> if 
and only if: 
• the initial global state 1̂= (wi, /i, teach\{l\, kseliQi, eo, csel[{l\))), 

ei);where l\=trans\{ui, perci(yisx{u\)))\ e\= eval\{l\, /'i, teachx (/i, ksel\{l\, 
Co, cseliQi)))); and eo is the evaluation of the domain knowledge level of 
user agent; 

• for every k, if Sk=(uk, 4, c^, ej), Sk-,\={ Uk+u h+u Q+i, /̂t+i), then 4+i= 
transk {uk, perck {visk (uk))); Uk+i= updatek (4, 4, evalkih, 4, teachkih, 
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ksekik, e k-h cselk{lk)))))\ Ck+i= teachkQh ksehijh e k-u csehih))); and 
ek+i= evalkik, ih teachkilh ksehilh ^k-u cselkih))))-

The run of system S can be described as follows: first, a pedagogical 
agent observes an initial user state ui in its cognitive process (using partition 
function vis, perception function perc) and change its state to h; then the 
pedagogical agent does the following tasks: (1) Select the set of knowledge 
concepts used to represent a teaching content according to its state via 
function csel; (2) Select the knowledge concept to be taught via function ksel; 
(3) Select a learning unit to teach the user agent via function teach and get CÜ 
and (4) Evaluates the performance of the user agent after the learning unit 
has been taught via fianction eval and get ei. Thus we get the initial global 
state of the system ̂ i. 

If 1̂ is not in accordance with the goal state ĝ (e.g. user agent haven't 
finish the learning of all the knowledge concepts in a teaching content; the 
performance of user agent haven't reach the expectations of the user agent or 
the pedagogical agent, etc.), then repeat the above process to get the next 
global state 2̂ until there is some Sj such that it is in accordance with the goal 
state So. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

A formal model of a web-based intelligent tutoring system is presented 
with the following properties: 
^ The system represents domain knowledge based on ontologies to 

improve the sharing and reusing of domain knowledge. 
^ The system constructs the user environment based on users' cognitive 

abilities, knowledge levels, learning styles, psychology characteristics, 
etc. in order to improve the self-adaptability and pedagogical effects of 
the system. 

^ The model distinguishes the information about a user and what a 
pedagogical agent knows about the user agent. 

^ The running process of the system is defined and discussed in detail to 
show that the model is practicable. 

The system discussed in this paper has only one user agent and the 
extension of the model to include multiple users are part of our future works. 
Furthermore, the lacking of face-to-face communication in web-based 
intelHgent tutoring systems reduces users' learning motivation. Hence, the 
utilizing of the communication, interaction and self-adaptability of agents to 
improve the interaction between users and between users and the system in 
order to strengthen the learning motivations of users and to improve teaching 
effects is also our future works. 
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